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replaying berets legitimate semantics for the arboreal sensual pleas fact of 
layered rays sextants mantic borealis to structural cause mars rebel 
language tolls aromatic epitome anthems death posse umbilical plans so 
that the whole terraced synechdoche would emphasize the option of 
sequentially vanishing language claws that connect marvels toxic rumors 
juju dust a floral arrangement of rent springs of his combinations the feral 
references by the prayer into word syocal reamonic series as the 
distribution of syllables in words jewel rusts moral derangement of spent 
rings hazard quotidian dome spetic contradiction infers inadvertent 
resurrections traditionally accepted madrigal sails the layered sights vocal 
demonic is as singing eagerly amorous clause nearby vaults equally 
longing pyrrhic cilantro asymmetrical archive of volume seams triage osiris 
refers to the labels lyrical quotes site is to set up syntactic elitism citations 
measured instantly frames its own disjunctions the particular verbal retinal 
latitude washed body by altitudinal remarks glacial rules formed palpably 
notes standing in names suture ash palatably patching umlauts corporal 
her gestures weather the facial palace latching porous divestitures she 
conceived as diaphanous rhythms diasporas anal list of random nests and 
harp more twisted than the junction of titular neutrinos neural and oblique 
in the breath and wisp of their reference connects implied altar raises 
starry baryons approximate dreamed behaved like a pablum unction this 
bread the mathematical proxy of the linguistic hour in the arbitrary exact 
entelechy subverts the confinements of bones thermal gnosis modern 
concoction of a power salute salved vituperative in dates axe papers naked 
fraternity blooms in a gust of refined conchs wing language lathers 
imperative virtues beat socratic equatorial compromise reaps tentacles 
easel cons least weasel of bleak singing body a metaphoric referent 
locality plural boxes of orient hinge post surrealist slippages of dangerous 
graphics erratic as heats peril an experiment in anaphor serial slithers of 
words juxtaposed ethereal trisyllabic range and raphes erotic lithe 
aphorisms of the able ice plastic castors glass moratorium alluvial rends 
elation supernal theramin paradox rhythm heart contradiction elastic labels 
why thriving around things disputed infinities argues the tuxedo of positive 
uncertains
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truncates diesel dictates here turin eats tempted aims tainted and runcible 
as the theory easel tears experiential blessed reed ruins confluence 
vandals warranty chills casual wasp impotent shallot edenic denials final 
freedom little isle from empyrean fugue he coded steppes eschatology 
borage the pliant lacunae frills rant sandals fluid dunes possibile loop 
eventually was a portent of shallow revivals exempt from empirical foliage 
difference anoints ultimate whittled from causal ash the embodiment 
follows will plying the words but dreams survival in a mode of runes 
beaten immunities tireless interruptions tempting face small indirectly 
loving hosts of nesting propellers invested languid material in communities 
of rupture that remains heresy occasional sentimental medications caress 
the lost directions terror feels alias mendicants otiose rent aliens of the 
windfall attempted in a ghetto of erect mangers banned absolutely 
singular signature or taboo of will all carefully possible giddiness different 
acceptance feels full tediums body is now the time for planes in many 
directions the centrifugal content preoccupies appears in fallen windows a 
solace of vodoo mediums appellations language focuses on always in the 
while their really happens parsecs come to terms with an emotional and 
filtered choate the menace of the vocables thyroid referent week golem 
itself must blade duress envisions then a been as seen quickly writing this 
arrangement of indelible gossip alleged defect of lasso hooks the silly 
between tensegrities of foolish unhappiness bastions of the title to praxis 
germs emote littered with chocolate mace is mints applied to aims along 
and deeply shadow to illustrate frustrations its own indispensible precipice 
since so far befalls willfully unfeeling gulch brings us to seek his reference 
both pointedly filing gems different careful stations isosceles laboratories 
bet tensions android visions tense footpedals appreciate finally better 
needs happily theses expirations blood
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the sea beast rind probes swirl pools despised exceptions rends charges 
opposing brooms priapic insults else the robes supine in cephalic loops 
rheophile an implies of dancing the rejoinder as a chosen bloom of 
principles of the pliant opposites theres what ankh console a diary of 
grammar spoken in aspics of spent history his helmet protects him from 
the frigate of crimes against lunar sugar sadly particular maidens climb the 
graphically impede lips syntax a significant matriarchy of sonar in combs 
included in a contrary of darkly rumored irresponsibly private invective 
scored as inscriptions of chaptered pith absent mantle of inspiration veiled 
by particles bald texture determined to bed quarters the theme to a 
holographic image of ice out on a frigid limb of rimes the minutes of an 
alphabetical meeting in inadvertence as adventure fluttering before 
misreads of quibbling simples characteristic of blips quick firing flourish 
feeds in glance the dominant rain of fists kissed nine shrewd irruptions in a 
moment of dimpled touchiness dust wits with only a semblance of pedantic 
instance pride winds into digestion while the going gets arrested the 
contestable strays bereaved by credible revenants heat playing an 
elaboration of trains with the professed varieties of do as had in fissions 
vatic burn or collect the tainted response of benzyl below ground floors of 
the ohm my shed a gestural located on one of the windows missing 
indolence her bragging tennis hair a simple nostril of effeminate discourse 
where humanity epithets our risks rare cerebration
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when one hears the voice one can sense its source jumping orunmila is so 
vast no solo metropolis psychic weather thorns of integration furnace 
placenta sigils this solemn travels on throughout endless time spinal crowd 
crickets a phrase exactly between its two possible contrails gives oral 
overts winters crewel didymos calligraphy chowdered with monochronic 
booths to have all else my ever you I only hear ligaments ossia chrome 
follows a taped room for arc rift oaxaca acquiescent thoughts loan sharp 
poisons opon ifa pulsating sink burns soothe wool in leeks reelect tremor 
quivers toward first thought springs from red now maps loom of nails 
when the fire stencils the forethought ploughs arisen light in mental 
orisons fall sublime phytoplankton lifts surds words hearken doubts the 
debit lightly improves pulsed urns wink harmony I direct the endless 



rhythm marxist annul risen linen far as riven boast cowrie boys I use no 
magic toast at night your off more can be hidden than swath of clear 
lexical tendencies denotations of his musings as soon as the six senses 
merge the gate relicts disintegration horsing with piths recent maven roast 
imposes believers raven impresa douis enteredi one’s nose looking 
heavens wears sage own figure attire just the experience inked in silence I 
observe the forms the locusts chirring through a political economy of 
obtuse notations a sacred geometry of clerical densitiy a fire sparagamos a 
posture of leaving spirals of a deictic as tricycle dynamics of sleep 
measuring with hand beats wed with tends my life seams are glands a flag 
can stain its cockney burl chrysler anthems summons yule whirrs in 
christmas seives once primitive still is stubble born and unbridled cold 
equivocates the note when one thorns these traces the partiality of no
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an energy very failing pertains flattery under revealed reverb formal leaf 
turns hank rear routs ions botanical veils flat rains fall under the verbal 
urge a jural adjective peeling hush from the bottom of compassions hear 
rank abominations lovingly anger striated suppose peg strident yonders as 
perch the bees are awakened by the bees are a sleaze of suspect surged 
in congregations of passion in verbs merger the supernumerary force 
slimes owl is nations oath best of the jejune sonnets attraction strangely 
inward dose consciousness sleep all the cracked fragments of the animals 
wakes up seized violet cautionary rides trident into a breeze of pectoral 
fasts to tag pinpoints oxymoronic sleeps without myths finding candle 
stems sticks wonders adjoining stiff folds corrupt flowers story of 
numerous supernal punctuations ribbon these words again hoary yet there 
deeply frenetic then fetching clothes fastening lenses to aleph night for 
eyes are shuttered in masks of violent caution the animals listen to 
taunted scaffolds are worn lost baubles doubtlessly common oasis speaks 
femoral thyme the value has gastric factions dreams intelligence fears 
bemused emulated as captions reside in idle allures a lie debases the 
coinage of nominal oral distribution for rope compassions the trellis into a 
failure of the holiday arson products resumption of your rigorous romance 
illogical as the bees known frolic supposed piano wings the mortuary 
forsaken teams drastic mutters they doing divides no foreseeable rear 



correct as the logical dance of rigor is corrugations love flames blithe 
iteration of words polity the written word orgones events to soy strong 
frog cattails says dragon meads prayer thoroughbred in a reckless 
philanders all tears and may the road rise with creased seconds skin 
walking through compulsions holes like a prototype of less emphatic 
betters over to the coastside of snakes casting loams demands 
entertainment sleeplessly defining yes as ministry word anchors the cloned 
softs symbolical caught asleep in ones own nothing gropes towards 
tomorrows rebound a mahogany of beans named remains doomed to 
serious momently shown what coded obliterates contaminated by piano 
position stooping to parboiled bones to sulk in owl will you stand under my 
tessellations on little burns courage crowning your time has come interred 
in owl fairways refracted dragons live at galloping mocks since sinners 
isolate tuesday’s worthless prairie chaste as your owl has been withered 
norms cursed before the else dwindles conveyed precambrian isthmus to 
seltzer pay
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red kitchen

a thud stuns bones supper
wreathing lyric wrists
a komodo chalet ago

worn alters the tercet
aluminum hours of rainouts numb
the bulb like a hens wince then

deluge of third hussars
when a word
ask requires me through pontoon

hierarchies hearth an ark
not so freely with the fatal waffles, mister sefirot
hobbit sigils to bitten risk

habitual viral lisp
simonize the sleek toboggan
shall lichen rekindle mistaken duress?



gallant spindles the capsaicin of lungs tonnage

red kitchen 2

eggrolls in wanton morass
you annex the theatre of potatoes
garnished with damaged flecks

nightliner elite as brother’s ore
is thinly orated with leftist wind
brightly tightens the sun king’s monitor

tides little taken with sawyer’s lust
to your mounds stilts heed the legs
sexually deplored the wine’s surrender

lies down erotic with accent
that comes fallen in the same
I flinch before wisp tingling knots

crabs rouse the welded affords
fifth rebel muscle that juggernauts
pintos with parsley soma

red kitchen 3

albany throat the tick aisle
asleep kenosis tone
had dope against blazing estrogen

arguably the poetics of haste
loaf an espadrille



the fugue rubbed adamant horse

light swells in minor ovens
purge gouging the riven umlaut
to the core to get my mind

little kaiser gecko
a fence juice fettuccini
bitter cutlery beribboned

map alto knots
count minutiae back to adored ramen
celtic in unison against tokens

magick madonna urd
head down to flack bowl car
batteries included in the vatic pentagram

red kitchen 4

***

duracell the bus in essential
pane alps clapping vestals cleanse
sponge among the silent beans

pranksters only shirek
eras drier claws puppied with vivid spectacle
the lost time quivers a xylophone

vents drone embossed sext
I might kindly wrought iron jack knife into the tofu isthmus of the title
beetle the teepee’s deictic triptych

often the amyl trapeze cut tarnished idle midas, delayed before the layers 
of sleeping idols
assigned to the liberal sigil bevy
holly out limbic acorn, previous fleece the lily



***
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uttered table we tepid
matamoros hostage solo
by flying vest so sensorium

suck nose sewn hip bed wrap offs
strangulation of the spatula
portent eggs tribal redact

up seamed bastions worn
after shout idyllic sensecence
chasm leaf integers

thawed sweet open teething
cromagnon bauhaus lizards
intuit lozenge deposits

ermine marine corp magnets
looks bleed hated is
small frigid kelvins

thrush scorns the renewed
diode lacuna haecceity
her hydraulic knots as histrionic ocher

born in the laughter of a hotel’s inevitable panic
shampoo the pocket’s mask

~~~~~
red kitchen 6



big beat teflon sleighs
round drought brachial splash
lanyard bayonet

icarus plicate circus
bees nuclear atropos
extra six rotes bent amiss

germ asks radical ament
shroud fold ambles table
suture crocus

ripple cuspid druid
triple music flotsam
toad spam skein the heretics volute

bloody gastric wastrels
reign of the knot owl trinity dower
vee eights edit femur

mitten tumbled nonesuch savvy
arboreal tibia script
uredo woolen plessor

*****
red kitchen 7
*****

tea operates donate tumor
ousel birn angora
poinsetta doff abscissa

violence tariffs fumaroles
these that datura iceskate
sounds equal aerate impoverish

alkaloid sun museum in ore terror bush
so aciently tintinabular



eunuch sod limbic intinerary

secern beech tremulous nimbus irrupts soprano mezzanine
croissant shards in inkling ogre domain contusion light quizzical haruspices
host liquored in fibrous reft the purple bees yellow fur

erases the foyer octopus
enshielding glands linguistics
biochip grace bed sufi trill

~~~~~

red kitchen 8

truss berseem rim hummus
heath ogham bezant
shuffle off fuss tubingen

theopoea plywood grue
pith best plays hex pants
balm hymen owl letters deem

ardent salve jilt cueball
lactic moon picara
balkan abulafia

as anatomical as its viral
halidom supper oxblood
placable cats jocular tomb

nous inured susurrus
stoop hut solar lariat
isle of talking gables

war lips erupt louvre
sesame entanglement
cephalic jural mojo



iatrogenic goblets
eject lingers mistress

~~~~~
red kitchen 9

grape erlenmeyer
foramen prestidigitator
forlorn lamps flatten rifles

azazel butter
erupts venereal thales
lakes gravid with hoot koomi

jurassic diesel enneagrams
the allure of vapors knot
alkahest kleenex bivouac

syntax knelt procure
halogen albedo
dehiscence kidge the eel

snit of introits
empyrean deliquescence
circumcised the croissant of a melchizedek bonbon oulipo

carcinogenic sarcophage
flowers bevel the teeming cartilage dominatrix
abecedarium bricolage

outlaw mulls violet clairvoyance
tonal yoni lotion
yin dazzles the highchair bazaar

or so goes the glacial aleph
orphan phanopoeia
kidnaps persimmon blood



~~~~~
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fumarole arrears
inchoate ego a vocable suez
dross impassioned elbows

arboreal rain of tribal isms
delmar septic helmet
real butter minstrel yodel burns

anthelmintic shroud
visceral blowdried chakra
young operatic refute

open the singing fuselage, drooling ballet of doors
strudel boots the cakewalk
aquiline badge tequila

carpet hegira furze
athanor aroma
centuries of cathected ouija

enantiomorphic cant
ragu of caustic teak
hormonal lake, tricks lay in the fire

some repeat in sewn repent

~~~~~
sun

extending as far as rivets borne cobbed boots she gates is entered 
jubilations I sated tugs obsolete bearings the cirrus drapes through 



flagstones made out of no one thought arises into another thought 
followed by and a severed antiphony of cobalt or remorse you eye and 
only hear in the locusts cheddar divided dough my scarves swerve the 
flowered hate to the things in order of the sponge review a girdle full of 
months of dry sweat dynamic lawns of sleep pleasure with hands the 
beaten sorties the porn jockey nobly wryneck trunks a burn so woolen in a 
pocket of half fallen else as swimming against ones knees hose spooked 
leavened wanders where cadmium boquets of yogurt trough latnio 
blacktops wearing the replete circus tribulations I waited for the concrete 
bugs pending bottles staggered through the nought administers bubbled 
coughs of equal lethe the advil strips a buttered wednesday into soothes 
the varicose costumes veered siphons of the oblate in this weather at 
auburn night under the beveled leaves leopard impresa ruritans a foreskin 
of canned beef hidden then onans buried worms of illuminati I abstruse no 
tragic tomb extended to my gust of going maize nativities blundered into a 
pardoned hyphen meager phones improvise ground proposes your name 
widened with a roster of emphatic bisquicks for the gift of tenacious 
sutures is a puritan tethered to the throttle dragged through a war of type 
in flames arc of testimony I elect the cordless righteousness in a star tress 
of lace rosehips coded dexedrine thimbles crawl in unmarked charlatans 
across the shark poised in silence yawns thistle the experience in parts of 
hairy defacing a phrase exactly between the weevil and the lightening rift 
bagged in a horde of rumbled noise inscribed on a noun in filigrees of 
parfait a symmetrical society of psychopathic lovers dawns bristled in the 
praise of bets a neurosis of prophecies often aired as crisis in a thrust one 
swath of leering blight unravels into the dugout spindles rice on tines 
crowded with a calculus of laughters crowned swill of whispered prayers 
subtle simian cleft tunic aces the mons venerable history of mind still as 
stolen tissues double generative as bubble disintegration coursing through 
metallic pianos assuming a gravy of leaves ferns faintly disapperaed in 
pains frame of the skin appears true to its soluble pubic wand diction of 
illiterate detonations my sorrels entice the ore against its jumpshot fennels 
one wears the vocal bone canned by semesters of will fog grown over with 
a barometric moss ivy in league with the crossed boots of this heaven is so 
vast no massage can rain on its charade of raped gloom for me phone 
lines emit the liminal nails when the first thought springs from lightenings 
bullets reenactment of jives floral cover went downtown to when the 
muffled pesos
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bleed if palpitations of jazz anemone trivialize the more omnivorous rapids 
in plaid anticipation of neural networks where bibles orchid thin virulent 
rulers and the bread puddles thought in a valium of togethering duals the 
carat beams an illium of personal aphid knits interns dish teeth to adaptive 
wrinkles pattern between the spartan haruspices wiggles a sacrifice of 
verbal outlaws lead pulps an anthem through revival runs from the valid 
choral nets to that intent sparks these seasons of internal recipes for 
cereal references limned in thems a virus of well-read poodles in newborn 
rigid drifts relief from diamond evidence wonder as to a strength of supple 
harms dirt weighs skins elastic myth the long theme of complexity of its 
offal display that is worth the down meaning the pointed murals gravid 
light edible as the parsed cartography of a tenure where attention is taken 
as the proud repair of lists which stitch quiet whiz in man looking clearer 
than a candle he indigents for a length of formal visitations pursed sex 
plastic as a corral of cradled interaction is intimate bowers ring retains in a 
floral porridge of druids where genesis hinges a toxic muzak forces an 
inspection of their plausibilities a montage of subtle hierarchies suspires 
pandered the cult it signifies juxtapositions of sassy menthol institutional 
asymmetries play for fluid chalices when traps of watered rhythm 
propensity the voice and the mind sweeps tooth for all this beams randy 
as tithes against the iris in a licorice of syllabic plinths a literary nuisance 
which labels the erotic as entry into interpretive sects embellished with 
ruins of phrases where relaxed secreted probes count rabid flurries
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